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ABSTRACT 

 

During earthquake-induced lateral spreading, large kinematic loads can be exerted on bridge piers and 

pile caps which pass through the soil.  This is particularly true when cohesive crustal layers are found at 

the ground surface, overlying liquefiable material.  In these circumstances, the relative impermeability of 

the crust can lead to the formation of a water film at the interface with the liquefiable soil, resulting in 

large down-slope movements of the crust.  As this surficial layer does not soften substantially, large 

kinematic loads can be applied to structural elements passing through the soil.  This paper investigates the 

effect of pier design, specifically whether separated piers or a single monolithic pier are used, on the 

kinematic demand which is placed on bridge from the spreading crust.  Small-scale model testing data is 

presented, in which a modified direct shear box was used to simulate the spreading of cohesive material 

past structural inclusion.  For a given cross-sectional area or second moment of area (i.e. bending stiffness 

for a given material) required of the pier(s), which will typically be dictated based on structural 

considerations, the optimal design will be sought which minimizes the kinematic demand.  This offers a 

straightforward way of optimizing the basic seismic resilience of a structure at no extra cost and may 

obviate the need for further active remedial measures.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Bridges in seismic regions may commonly be built on sloping liquefiable soil deposits.  If lateral 

spreading occurs at such sites it has been demonstrated in recent research work that the presence of non-

liquefiable surface layers can apply the dominant kinematic loads on structural elements which pass 

through them.  Dobry et al. (2003) demonstrated this for the case of a pile cap surrounded by a thin crust 

of lightly cemented sand, while Knappett and Madabhushi (2010) have demonstrated a similar effect for a 

pile cap surrounded by cohesive soil.  Pile caps are not the only structural elements which may be 

founded in such layers; bridge piers may also pass through such crustal layers, particularly if the pier is 

extended substantially below the ground surface to form the foundation.  Bridge piers differ from pile 

caps in that the thickness of the crust impinging on the pier (H) is likely to be greater than or equal to the 

width of the pier, B (i.e. H/B ≥ 1).  Pile caps will typically have a width which is greater than their 

thickness (H/B < 1).  This paper will present model test data for the former case as there is little available 

information in the literature.  As the bridge structure is stiffer and stronger than the crustal soil, the soil 

displacement is typically larger than the structural movement.  This relative displacement generates soil 

reaction pressures on the inclusion, and the soil will eventually yield as it attempts to flow around the 

structural inclusion at high relative displacement.  As soil movement is not restricted in the vertical 
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direction at the ground surface, this will typically result in soil heave upslope of the inclusion and the 

formation of a passive wedge of soil, with gapping usually occurring between the soil and the inclusion 

on the downslope side (Figure 1a).  This behavior has been observed by Knappett et al. (2010) in model 

tests similar to those which will be described herein on single inclusions of simple square and circular 

cross-sections.   

 

 
Figure 1. Kinematic loading on bridge piers from laterally spreading crustal layers 

 

 

Bridges may be supported either by a single monolithic pier, or a pair of piers with smaller cross-section.  

This is typically dictated by the deck design: Figure 1 shows examples of possible pier arrangements for 

box section and beam-and-slab deck types.  For the case of separated piers (Figure 1b), as the centre-to-

centre spacing, s, is reduced there may be an interaction effect as the stressed zones of soil upslope of the 

inclusion overlap.  This will reduce the total load that is applied to the bridge structure from the lateral 

spreading.  If the same volume of material is used to produce the piers in Figure 1, it is clear that a pair of 

square piers (each of size B×B, Figure 1b) will become a single rectangular monolithic pier (of size 

2B×B, Figure 1c) when s = B.  This paper will investigate the kinematic loads arising due to large 

monotonic lateral spreading displacements at a range of values of s/B to determine the effect of this 

parameter on the kinematic demand (important for analyzing existing structures).  The data will also be 

compared to previously published data for monolithic square and circular piers to determine which 

arrangement is the most optimal (for efficient design of new structures).   

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

 

A standard Wykeham-Farrance direct shear apparatus was modified to simulate the spreading of a thin 

layer of cohesive soil around various structural inclusions.  This apparatus is shown in Figure 2.  Model 

structural inclusions were bolted to a baseplate which was sized to exactly fit within the lower half of the 

direct shearbox, with the inclusion passing though the upper half of the shearbox.  The upper surface of 

the base plate was covered in a layer of petroleum jelly before pre-consolidated blocks of speswhite 

kaolin were carefully placed in the upper half of the box, with pre-formed holes to fit around the model 

inclusions.  The petroleum jelly was used to provide a low friction interface between the kaolin and the 

base plate to mimic the effect of a water film which often forms in field situations.  This occurs due to 

upward migration of pore water due to high upward hydraulic gradients in the liquefied soil below, which 
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cannot escape when it reaches the interface with the crustal layer due to the relative impermeability of the 

cohesive crust (Kokusho, 1999).  Following placement of the materials within the shearbox a digital still 

camera was set-up directly above the experiment and the upper surface of the clay was seeded with 

graphite powder to provide a random texture for subsequent image analysis to determine the extent of the 

surface soil deformations (not described here).   

 

 
Figure 2. Modified direct shearbox for simulating crustal spreading 

 

The lower half of the shear box was then displaced at a rate of 1.2 mm/minute (the fastest possible speed 

of the shearbox) to ensure that undrained conditions held throughout the sample.  This drew the inclusion 

through the clay which was held stationary in the upper part of the shearbox.  The displacement of the 

shear box, y, measured by an onboard LVDT, therefore represented the relative soil-inclusion movement.  

An onboard load cell was also used to measure the total force, P, required to yield the soil around the 

inclusion.  Additional tests were conducted without inclusions to measure the small shearing force on the 

clay-baseplate interface, which although minimized by the petroleum jelly, was still present.  This was 

subtracted from the test data with inclusions to determine the load imparted to the structural inclusion 

from the yielding soil.   

 

A total of 37 tests were conducted in six series as detailed in Figure 3 and Table 1.  The first series of 

tests (S1) considered a single square inclusion in the centre of the shearbox with B = 8 mm.  Considering 
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the distance to the boundary of the shear box (30 mm from the centre of the inclusion) this represents a 

normalized pier spacing s/B = 7.5 to a virtual second pier spaced an equal amount beyond the boundary.  

This is shown schematically in Figure 3.  If there are no or negligible boundary effects for this 

arrangement, these tests also represent the case of a pair of piers at infinite spacing when there is no 

interaction.  As there is only a single model pier used in these tests, the total load on the equivalent pair of 

piers is obtained by multiplying the measured loads by a factor of two.  In the second series of tests (S2), 

two inclusions were placed in the box at s/B = 2.5 (20 mm separation centre-to-centre).  Series S3 tested a 

monolithic rectangular inclusion of size 2B×B, representing the case of two square inclusions at  

s/B = 1.  In the final series of tests with square piers (S4), the rectangular inclusion was rotated by 90° 

relative to the direction of spreading to investigate the effect of pier orientation.  Two further series of 

tests (C1 and C2) were then conducted which were the same as S1 and S2 but using circular piers of 

diameter D = 8 mm instead of square piers.  In each test series, experiments were conducted on soil with a 

range of undrained shear strengths (su), which were achieved by varying the pre-consolidation pressure 

when preparing the kaolin.  The values of su were obtained using a 19 mm Torvane within the soil from 

which the test sample was cut.   

 

 
Figure 3. Bridge pier configurations tested (plan view) 

 

 

Table 1. Test programme (for configuration of each test, refer to Figure 3) 

Test series s/B No. of tests su (kPa) 

S1 7.5/∞ 9 9, 10, 12, 22, 23, 26, 32, 36, 38 

S2 2.5 3 10, 28, 36 

S3 1 6 7, 15, 16, 22, 41, 46 

S4 1 (90°) 5 7, 9, 16, 20, 37 

C1 7.5/∞ 10 9, 12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 32, 33, 38, 40 

C2 2.5 4 13, 20, 30, 40 
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RESULTS 

 

As the total load on the inclusion(s) and soil-inclusion relative displacement were measured in the 

experiments, the resulting load deflection relationships are the P-y curves which can be used in structural 

analyses to represent the soil-pier interaction.  Figure 4 shows sample P-y curves for some of the S1 tests 

at three different values of su.  It should be noted that the range of su considered in this study (7 ≤ su ≤ 46 

kPa) were selected to be representative of the relatively soft surface sediments that are likely to exist at 

bridge sites crossing rivers which are typically at high risk from lateral spreading.  As expected the load at 

a given relative displacement y increases as the undrained shear strength of the surrounding soil increases.  

For all of the strengths shown, a hardening/ductile load-deformation response is exhibited, with the peak 

and ultimate (value at large relative displacement) loads being coincident.   

 

The relative displacements in Figure 4 have been normalized by the height of the inclusion within the 

layer, as is common when considering retaining structures.  The values of y/H at which Pult is mobilised 

are between 12 – 17% for the test data shown in Figure 4.  Brandenberg et al. (2005) have previously 

presented centrifuge test data for single square pile caps (low H/B) in cohesive crusts which suggest that 

the value of yult/H is much higher than for conventional retaining walls, as suggested by the data herein.  

This is due to the inability to transfer the horizontal stresses into the underlying soil layers due to the 

frictionless boundary beneath the crust (i.e. the water film, or petroleum jelly interface in these tests).  

Similar observations have been made for monolithic square and circular piers by Knappett et al. (2010), 

where it was also shown that the shape of the P-y curves is well approximated by Matlock’s empirical 

expression (Matlock, 1970): 
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Figure 4. Sample P-y curves observed for tests from series S1 
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In order to compare the relative efficacy of the different pier arrangements S1 – S4, the ultimate load, Pult, 

is used as an index of performance, as this scales the normalized P-y curve (Equation 1) and therefore is 

an indicator of the load applied at a given relative soil-pier displacement.  Pult may be normalized by the 

undrained shear strength of the soil and two dimensions to give a lateral bearing capacity factor (Ns).  

When such an approach is applied to the lateral behaviour of piles (e.g. Randolph and Houlsby, 1984) in 

cohesive soils, the height (H) and facing width (B) are used, giving: 

 

HBs

P
N

u

ult
s =                 (2) 

 

This formulation was used by Knappett et al. (2010) for the analysis of square and circular monolithic 

inclusions in laterally spreading crusts.  Ns is useful for comparing pier shapes when a given size (i.e. B) 

is required in design, or when analyzing existing structures where the outer dimensions may easily be 

measured.  For the pier arrangements investigated herein, and for further comparison with existing data 

for monolithic square and circular sections, Equation 2 has been modified to express Ns in terms of the 

cross-sectional area of the section (A).  This is achieved by replacing B with √A such that 

 

AHs

P
N

u

ult
sA =                (3) 

 

By expressing the ultimate loads acting on a particular section by NsA, it is possible to investigate the 

effect of cross-sectional shape/arrangement for pier(s) using the same volume of material.  This index 

also permits direct comparison between the experimental results presented in this paper (square piers: 

total area = 2B
2
; circular piers: total area = πD

2
/2) and those previously reported by Knappett et al. 

(2010), with total area = B2.  Clearly the arrangement with the lowest NsA is the most efficient/optimal, 

minimizing the kinematic demand on the bridge superstructure for the same volume of material (an 

indicator of cost).  In Figure 5, the measured values of Pult from the experiments on square piers (S1 – S4) 

are presented on axes of Pult/H√A against su.  The data lie approximately on a straight line with an 

intercept of zero.  From Equation 3, the gradient of such a line is NsA.   

 

It will be seen that as the spacing between pier is reduced (S1 – S3), the value of NsA reduces.  This 

suggests that a monolithic pier design is more optimal than separated piers for minimizing the loads to 

which the bridge will be subjected during lateral spreading.  Comparing designs S3 and S4, there is little 

effect of orientation for a monolithic rectangular pier with an aspect ratio of 2.0.  The resistance within 

the soil is generated from shearing along the base of the wedge, in the shear fan existing between the 

wedge and the face of the inclusion (see Knappett et al., 2010), along the release surfaces on either side of 

the wedge and in interface shear along the sides of the inclusion.  Although the area facing the spreading 

soil is reduced by a factor of two from type S3 to S4, reducing the energy dissipated in the wedge, this is 

compensated for by twice the area participating in interface shear along the sides in S4 (the component 

from the release surfaces is unchanged).   

 

Figure 6 shows the data for the circular piers (series C1 and C2) which reveal similarly little effect of 

spacing for s/B > 2.5, when compared to the square data in Figure 5.   
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Figure 5. Non-dimensional factor NsA from experiments – square piers 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Non-dimensional factor NsA from experiments – circular piers 
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OPTIMAL PIER DESIGN TO MINIMISE KINEMATIC DEMAND 

 

Figure 7 plots the variation of NsA with spacing.  In this figure, the reciprocal of the normalized spacing 

(i.e. B/s) is used such that this axis runs from 0 to 1, rather than ∞ to 1.  Also shown on this figure are 

values of NsA for monolithic square and circular piers which were determined by reanalyzing the 

experimental data for these shapes presented by Knappett et al. (2010) which were tested in the same 

apparatus.  The new linear fits for this data are shown in Figure 8.   

 

From Figure 7 it can be seen that separated square piers are the least efficient arrangement and are only of 

comparable efficiency with the monolithic piers when s/B = 1.33 (B/s = 0.75).  Square piers are more 

efficient than circular piers of the same area, both for monolithic and separated designs.  This is because 

the facing area of the pier presented to the soil is larger for circular piers and it was shown by Knappett et 

al. (2010) that for an inclusion of diameter D and a square inclusion of side B, Ns is approximately the 

same for the case of B = D.  The rectangular piers (orientated in either direction) are the most efficient for 

use in design, attracting less load from the spreading crust for a given relative displacement.   

 

 
Figure 7. Experimentally determined values of NsA for different pier designs 

 

In bridge design, particularly in seismic areas, a target area or volume of material may not be the 

overriding design requirement.  Instead, it may be more useful to design the piers for a given elastic 

bending stiffness EI, as this is important in determining the dynamic properties (specifically the natural 

frequency) of the bridge.  As in the previous discussion √A was used as a normalizing quantity with 

dimensions of length, so I0.25 (which also has dimensions of length) may be used to normalize the ultimate 

loads for a given second moment of area of the section, which is directly proportional to the bending 

stiffness.  A third alternative non-dimensional loading factor NsI may then be defined as shown in 

Equation (4).   
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Figure 8. NsA for other monolithic pier shapes (data from Knappett et al., 2010) 

 

 

4 IHs

P
N

u

ult
sI =                      (4) 

 

Figure 9 compares NsI for the separated and monolithic pier designs considered previously.  When 

compared to Figure 6, it will be seen that the monolithic piers are now more efficient than the separated 

piers over a wider range of spacing.  As before, the square monolithic pier is more efficient than the 

circular pier, as it is more effective at concentrating material away from the neutral axis.  It is also 

noteworthy that orientation does have a marked effect on the performance of the rectangular pier due to 

considering I about the minor rather than major axis.   

 

 
Figure 9. Experimentally determined values of NsI for different pier designs 
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Considering the excellent performance of the S4 type pier design (monolithic rectangular) shown in both 

Figures 7 and 9, it is recommended that this type of pier is used in bridges where laterally spreading 

crustal layers may be present, as this design will minimize the kinematic load transmitted to the bridge 

and its foundations from the crust, and may obviate the need for subsequent remedial measures (e.g. 

upslope trenches of compressible material or stiffening of the bridge/foundations).   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper has presented experimental data in which a modified direct shear apparatus has been used to 

simulate the lateral spreading of cohesive crustal layers around structural inclusions (bridge piers).  

Particular attention was paid to the pier arrangement with both separated and monolithic piers being 

considered.  It was demonstrated that the soil-structure interaction for these elements may be modeled by 

a single strain-hardening P-y curve which is similar to those commonly used in pile design.  Normalized 

curves for use in design were a function of the ultimate load (Pult) and the relative soil-structure 

displacement at which this was mobilized (yult).  Based on the data presented here and previously 

published data, the load transfer is substantially less stiff than for typical retaining structures or piles, 

with suggested values of yult being of the order of 10-20 % of the thickness of the structural element 

within the crustal layer.  Ultimate loads were expressed using non-dimensional lateral bearing capacity 

factors in terms of the cross-sectional area (NsA) or second moment of area (NsI), facilitating direct 

comparisons between different shapes/arrangements of piers.  It was demonstrated that rectangular 

monolithic piers are most efficient for use in design, attracting only 60% of the load of a pair of widely 

spaced square piers of the same area and 70 – 42%of the load of a similar pair of piers of the same 

bending stiffness, depending on the orientation.  It is therefore suggested that this design of pier is used in 

bridges in areas vulnerable to lateral spreading to minimize the kinematic loading applied to the bridge 

and its foundations.  The charts of NsA and NsI for differently shaped monolithic piers and separated 

square piers at varying spacing may also be useful in the analysis of existing bridge structures in zones 

where lateral spreading may occur.   
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